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Actionable for TIs
1. To help offset frequency assaults: free https://iso-tones.com and conductive earphones
2. For heart: https://www.wrf.org/complementary-therapies/g-strophantin-heart-disease (two

strophanthin capsules (not heavily diluted liquid tincture) for heart assault: e.g.,
https://drtomcowan.com and German pharmacies), potentially potassium (as below)
3. Epsom salt baths for biofilm (5 cups, 20+ minute soak) (via lookoutfacharlie.com)
4. Suggestions in Books 2 & (final pages of) 3: https://free-targeted-individuals.com
5. Among networking for TIs (exercise caution): https://surveillancesurvivors.org
6. The late Mike Chapala advocated bracelets of N52 attracting each other, made with two
strips of velcro and two magnets: https://youtube.com/watch?v=u-id74hGbYA; his drum
may be mass-produced: https://youtube.com/watch?ZmBwVpDWHZs
7. With a doctor’s counsel to avoid contraindication, arginine+citrulline might help with the
shortness of breath caused by directed energy weaponry (DEW) assault.
(On millimeter waves impairing respiration (page 3 penultimate paragraph):
https://takebackyourpower.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Declassified-RussianmmWave-Study-1977.pdf; cf. twitter.com/stratton2_j/status/1486774901159702541; TIs
may be familiar with this effect, can see our unimpaired 99% SpO2 function by fingertip
oximeter amid the DEW assault hampering respiration.)
8. ZVS drivers may inhibit surveillance for DEW torture: https://youtube.com/watch?
v=FDcLlGarFbc; one TI said it ameliorated attacks as long as she kept it nearby.
9. Like me, many TIs were apparently implanted with a camera in their eye(s) without
consent, painful when activated, years before knowing. One TI reported the instruction from
a CIA officer to press both closed eyelids and say “stop” to turn it off, then heard she was
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messing up their computer by frequently stopping it. Of course it flagrantly violates CIA
employees’ required oath to defend the Constitution of the United States, as none exhibits
honor in this (https://law.cornell.edu/constitution/fourth_amendment).
(“When a 5-micromillimeter microchip (the diameter of a strand of hair is 50
micromillimeters) is placed into optical nerve of the eye, it draws neuroimpulses from the
brain that embody the experiences, smells, sights, and voice of the implanted person. Once
transferred and stored in a computer, these neuroimpulses can be projected back to the
person’s brain via the microchip to be reexperienced.”
That includes individualized negative emotions and pain. This was established by 2000 per
above-quoted Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde (https://whale.to/b/kilde.html) and alluded
to in Cathy O’Brien’s Trance Formation of America, with Mark Phillips, chapter 30: “‘Stick
a needle in your eye’ …. I was now a ‘computer-eyed’ link-up to Bush’s Eye in the Sky,
with the needle-like ‘antenna’ transmitting every word ….’”)
Background for TIs
1. Will Filer’s credible detail on NSA subliminal messaging, not tinnitus, with NSA playing

Jesus or another deity in voice and dreams, such that “divine inspiration” can be an enemy:
https://whale.to/b/nsa4.html (one suggested reading anything 8 times for it to sink in). This
renders clear: the “Nazi Subliminal Assailants” are a torture operation.
(I have experienced this NSA-style assault along with DEW searing since 2016; extremely
loud sleep-depriving subliminal messaging since mid-2000s; and prototypical TI torture
elements since near birth, not knowing the physical assaults were intentional until 2020
despite experiencing obvious surveillance over decades.)
2. Carl Clark’s April 2010 Raum & Zeit interview verifying DEW (directed energy weapon)
assault (under the “Microwave Weapons” heading): https://rudy2.wordpress.com/secretsurveillance-and-electromagnetic-torture-by-the-secret-services/
2.1. “Police Could Soon Get Their Hands on the US Military’s ‘Pain Ray’: This high
frequency microwave weapon makes you feel like your skin is burning, but leaves no
scars” (2013): https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/police-could-soon-gettheir-hands-on-the-us-militarys-pain-ray-61361173/
2.2. CBS on a “Ray Gun In Action”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1w4g2vr7B4
3. CBS also showed remote neural monitoring (RNM) at close range c. January 2009:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwda7YWK0WQ
4. NSA allegedly had far-range RNM by 1992, before DARPA-associated BCI-RNM that
NSA-CIA-USAF may like to highlight in obscuring their decades-long conspiracy against
targeted individuals’ (TIs’) constitutional (4th – 5th Amendment) rights:
https://whale.to/b/akwei.pdf or https://rense.com/political/weapons/nsa.html
5. TI (targeted individual) torture legalities simplified:
5.1. Per Marbury v Madison (1803), law repugnant to the constitution is null and void; no
legislation or executive order supersedes 4th Amendment rights to be secure in one’s
person against unreasonable searches, basis of directed energy weaponry and
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frequency assault, directed noise campaigns, and remote neural monitoring (RNM) by
brain-computer interface (BCI) without consent. (The agencies also conspire to take
TIs’ private data in 5th Amendment violation.)
5.2. TI torture perpetrators (perps) therefore violate 18 USC § 241–242:
https://law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241 and … /242.
5.3. NSA-CIA perps also violate the oath: https://law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/5/3331
5.4. In quietly witnessing TI torture operations, personnel in the US Secret Service, Joint
Chiefs, USAF, Northcom, ODNI, DIA, NSA, CIA, DHS, FBI etc. violate
https://law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4 and 5/3331.
5.5. The aerial chemical assault on US soil, addressed next, is systemically treason.
(None of the 5.1 – 5.5 items need address the legality of directed energy/frequency.
While it merits regulating or outlawing, the law violations are clear regardless.)
6. Chemical warfare evidence simplified:
6.1. Contrails (a con) allegedly form as ice crystals from jet fuel at high altitude.
6.2. Jet fuel has a 100° F flash point, 410° F autoignition temperature and freezes below 37° F. Starting hot, it takes time in the air to freeze. Absence of any space between an
airplane outlet and chemical trail cannot indicate a contrail. It’s an absurd con.
6.3. Two planes, one chemtrail (you might try https://web.archive.org if the picture is
missing): https://beforeitsnews.com/chemtrails/2014/08/photographic-proof-that-alltrails-large-and-small-are-che
6.4. Nighttime spraying (e.g., https://youtube.com/watch?v-Ulg7IYL-WcU) is not
plausibly for the cover story of tackling global warming, while cover stories of
protecting citizens against exotic attack with carcinogenic chromium, neurotoxic
barium etc. are ludicrous. Chemtrails follow targeted individuals (TIs) assaulted with
chemical and electromagnetic weaponry, e.g.:
6.4.1. Zakaos Breedlove Ewing: https://youtube.com/watch?v=imrb5tIkvbo
6.4.2. https://twitter.com/westside_ti_7/status/1481672944971440129
6.4.3. “My chemtrails heart attack” by left menu at http://globalskywatch.com
(suggestion for barium depleting it, if doctor-approved: potassium)
7. US Air Force chemically assaults targeted individuals (TIs) and the US populace:
7.1. US Air Force sprays barium "more toxic to your nervous system than lead” as a doctor
for the pilots shared: https://www.bitchute.com/video/bOdFywrTFM4y/
7.2. US Air Force logistics has known it beyond reasonable doubt:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzQT2_KHLDE&t=614s
7.3. US Air Force Indigo Skyfold/Cloverleaf etc. pilots know it’s not straight-up activity:
http://chemtrailsmuststop.com/2021/02/operation-indigo-skyfold-the-most-secretcovert-black-operation-in-world-history-2/
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7.4. Carolyn Williams Palit’s “What Chemtrails Really Are”:
https://rense.com/general79/chem.htm
7.5. Besides facilitating DEW (directed energy weaponry) assault, spray on TIs may
include debilitating molds and a toxic choice of barium-based nanotechnology to bind
neurons (explained via https://free-targeted-individuals.com): spray, then bind “nanodust” to neurons/faces by microwave/maser/DEW, turning TIs into antennae for V2k,
electromagnetic assault and remote neural monitoring in an unconstitutional regime,
spanning administrations, torturing citizens in their residences, complete with gassing
in the manner of Nazi concentration camps but with “slow kill.”
7.6. Lab tests, including mine, show toxic chromium (a carcinogen) and barium (a potent
neurotoxin) in TIs’ environments.
Targeted Individual Residential Air Testing by Method EPA 6010D
In My TI Residence

Surface Wipe

Air Filter Wipe

Barium (wipes are 2”x2”):

1.62 ug/wipe

0.591 ug/wipe

Chromium (a carcinogen):

0.443 ug/wipe

7.54 ug/wipe

Aluminum and cadmium:

not detected

not detected

This was despite aluminum exposed. Carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic barium
have no reasonable place in residential dust. These results reflect noxious spray from
frequent low-altitude generally small-aircraft flyovers. While USAF poisons the
populace, elevated toxic ug counts may indicate TI torture.
8. Biderman’s Chart of Coercion supplies one overview of TI torture methods:

https://strath.ac.uk/media/1newwebsite/departmentsubject/socialwork/documents/eshe/
Bidermanschartofcoercion.pdf; asked what he was doing with my hotel’s rooftop equipment
at 6:45 am on a Saturday, a contractor replied to hotel staff that he was working on, with
one word: “isolation.” That’s #1 in the chart of coercion. June TI’s No Ordinary Stalking
(chapter 6) explains how perps have ruthlessly targeted family to isolate TIs.
9. Perps endeavor to have TIs evaluated for psychiatric misdiagnosis. The US Air Force and

CIA pioneered this from the 1950s-1960s with Project Moonstruck onward (Books 1–3 at
https://free-targeted-individuals.com), yet psychiatrists maintain that “hearing voices”
indicates “schizophrenia” rather than over-half-century-old directed audio technology.
Psychiatry and USAF-CIA-NSA, consequently, are morally bankrupt.
9.1. Jeffrey Schaler explained some of this nonsense in his Thomas Szasz Award speech:
“Psychology is a Weapon” (https://youtube.com/watch?v=lj09Dim0b3I).
9.2. Like covert agencies, the US DoD weaponized psychiatry. For example, from ABC
News: “Military Whistleblowers ‘Fired’ with Fabricated Psychiatric Evaluations”
(https://youtube.com/watch?v=QZzOjFichRE).
9.3. “Dr. Colin Ross ... wrote it [his Bluebird book] after receiving 15,000 pages of CIA
documents on a Freedom of Information Act Request. He confirms that the CIA’s
favorite way of disposing of its victims is to lock them in a mental hospital and try to
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throw away the key. He also proved that most of the board members of the False
Memory Syndrome Foundation were CIA ….”
9.4. A medical doctor and former CIA employee explained: “The week after I refused [a
false flag assignment to instigate war with Iran], I was kidnapped in Virginia, tortured
in an underground CACI facility next to CIA headquarters and injected with CIA
designer drugs. After I was released, I was thrown into a mental hospital to try to
prove that I was crazy. The CIA uses long acting BZ and amphetamines to discredit
people. Russ Tice, the NSA analyst who blew the whistle on US domestic spying, was
also thrown into a mental hospital to give him a record …. I had no previous
psychiatric hospitalizations and had never been prescribed drugs by a therapist …. The
medical physician promptly let me out of the hospital as sane but suffering from sleep
deprivation. It took many months before the effects of the BZ wore off.”
9.5. Ability to forcibly detain individuals for psychological evaluation has enabled such
criminality. Statutes enabling involuntary psychiatric evaluation or treatment violate
liberty — violate the Constitution — and so must be defenestrated.
9.6. In the interim, depriving TIs’ rights under color of law violates 18 USC § 242. When it
leads to death, it is punishable by death notwithstanding any legislation to the contrary.
9.7. CIA-NSA operations appear to work off imbecilic psychologists’ scripts, like shooting
TIs with DEW (directed energy weaponry) upon entering a room, as if to associate
negative connotations with it. Perps assaulted my throat incessantly around family too,
not a post-hypnotic suggestion as the assaults preceded my awareness of family
walking in. (The assaults were by vibration or DEW; I showed burn marks from the
latter.) Psychiatrists who have collaborated in TI torture operations are just like Nazis.
Their penetration of hospital/ER psychiatric departments may be an eye-opener.
10. NSA-CIA-USAF have been part of a global nexus of terrorism — of child and sex
trafficking, drug running as well known, false flag operations for wars of aggression, and
targeted individual torture operations — partly explained by what they endeavor to cover
up and sustain with puppet politicians reading instructions globally (lately: “reset” and
“build back better”). Among voluminous whistleblowers on this activity:
10.1. Aaron Russo’s interview (jibing with John Coleman’s Committee of 300 comments on
universal implanting with the quest for tyrannical control):
https://sites.google.com/site/themattprather/Reading/aaron-russo/reflections-andwarnings-full-transcript
10.2. Ronald Berhard (“purpose of the whole thing, eventually, in that world, is that they
have everybody in their pocket. You need to be susceptible to blackmail” — those
who are not may become among TIs until the corrupt regime implodes): https://patrix.com/ronald-bernard-a-former-elite-dutch-banker-who-facilitated-money-launderingtax-avoidance-for-elites-secret-service-g
10.3. Fiona Barnett (the “Five Eyes” have never been an axis of decency, exemplified
partly by child trafficking and/or targeted individual torture operations in all the
countries; no global power has been a beacon of decency in recent history):
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https://prepareforchange.net/2018/09/03/witness-statement-by-satanic-ritual-abusesurvivor-fiona-barnett-calling-out-her-pedophile-abusers/ allegations.
10.4. Carl Clark reported that his clients wanted TIs’ DNA. One of 5 explanations for it:
“The Human Genome Project was carried out at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab,
where I was a staff scientist for five years. They were tracking people in the lab by the
electromagnetic frequency emitted by individual DNA. The DNA in every living
thing has a unique frequency and signal. That is what they're using, what they're
focusing on and what they're weaponizing .…” — Deborah Tavares’ “No Chip
Required”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqqdS7iEv00
(Other reasons for taking TIs’ DNA without consent: searching for genetic markers
such as for photographic memory they seem to target; cloning-type experiments;
cloning for threats or covert meeting or replacement; and developing weapons,
including bioweapons, for particular genetics or genetic characteristics.)
10.5. It can be helpful to remember the US covert agencies have been morally bankrupt:
10.5.1. “Havana Syndrome” is over a half century old. Barrie Trower summarized
the history: https://youtube.com/watch?v=3YuM6-8oZv0 and a 1-minute
note of the US military microwaving peaceful (then UK) citizens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5esF_5tHiw
10.5.2. Standard NSA operating procedure includes not only incessantly sleepdepriving innocent citizens with targeted subliminal messaging; it includes
painful inside-genitalia assault by frequency and “insincere people … used
by the NSA to emotionally hurt the subject more. This allows the NSA to
convince the subject that people can’t be trusted and that only the NSA
(Jesus) can be trusted” (Will Filer). NSA plays Jesus in dreams and V2k.
10.5.3. “Where else could a red-blooded American lie, kill, cheat, and rape with the
sanction of the all-highest?’ Wrote Federal Narcotics Officer [and] CIA
Bureau Chief … George White in a letter about retiring, to Dr. Sid Gotlieb,
chemist, ‘Spy Master’” — The Search for the Manchurian Candidate.
10.5.4. More generally: “In the CIA programs, the target is put through these phases
as written in the documentation, ‘Disorient and confuse the target. Use them
for our purposes, and then dispose of them in any way possible.’” — Robert
Duncan’s 2015 “The Executive Summary: Neuropsychological and
Electronic No-Touch Torture Report” at
https://projectsoulcatcher.blogspot.com
For TIs: agency sociopaths are not your friends. Signals from perps may be
reasonably disregarded or generally treated as deleterious.
Discussion and Upon my All-Cause Mortality
Individuals targeted beyond reasonable doubt (credible TIs), subjected to stalking with
chemical and directed energy assault, include (1) targets of rapists, envy or sadists; (2) targets
for profit (industrial espionage, intellectual property theft or selling subscriptions for sadists to
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witness surveillance and torture); (3) whistleblowers or public policy foes; (4) TIs privy to
secrets, to debilitate or slander; and (5) "uncorruptibles" to subdue for tyrannical control.
The targeting blatantly violates 4th Amendment constitutional rights by searching targets
illegitimately for among directed energy, frequency and subliminal assault in residences, along
with 5th Amendment rights when public agencies take TIs’ private intellectual property.
Perpetrators of TI torture, enabled by all leading covert agencies, may be reasonably construed
as dishonorable sociopaths. Agency officers who swore an oath to defend the US Constitution
violate it every millisecond by unconstitutional brain-computer interfaces (BCI) for remote
neural monitoring (RNM), and with in-residence surveillance. When complicit in spraying
citizenry with toxic metal for electromagnetic assault, perps are systemically treasonous.
Treasonous TI torture in the US appears led by the NSA (see Will Filer), CIA (see Robert
Duncan, e.g., Soul Catcher Vol. 2), US Air Force and leading military contractors, partly
overseen by DHS Fusion Centers with FBI personnel reportedly embedded therein, with
oversight by Congress, ODNI and White House, all enabled by the Pentagon and Secret
Service as individuals in each named instrumentality of power violate their oath to defend
constitutional rights. It indicates the United States is led with dishonor across the board.
As noted in background information above, “Havana Syndrome” and TI torture is not new; the
US State Department let its personnel be microwaved in Russia for years last century. Later the
US military microwaved UK women peacefully campaigning. What is new is the extent to
which agency-overseen TI torture operations proliferated.
Without fully understanding the NSA and CIA’s primary role as TI torture perpetrators, the
FBI’s Ted Gunderson discovered — and shared publicly — that TI operations were nationwide
(https://fightgangstalking.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/gunderson-affidavit.pdf ): “This makes
the F.B.I.'s former COINTELPRO program, which I worked on, including in a supervisory
capacity, look like a Sunday school program by comparison.”
When any systemically targeted individual (TI) is shown to be eliminated (including by
frequency-induced heart attack, murder disguised as suicide or any contrived accident), all
conspirators against TI rights may be executed under 18 USC § 241–242 with due process.
All persons who conspiratorially destroy, lie about or otherwise obfuscate records of any TI
torture operation may be executed thereunder with due process.
Judges may open themselves up to prosecution when they let the US agencies hide behind
“national security” in blatantly violating constitutional rights, knowing that no legislation
(whether state or federal), nor executive order, supersedes constitutional law since 1803.
Because Masons have participated in TI torture operations, which included torture of my dad to
his death on symbolic 3/3 (2021), and have sworn an oath to protect their brothers even when
they violate constitutional rights, in the event of any TI’s death with Masonic targeting, every
ongoing Mason may be subject to the death penalty under 18 USC § 241, starting with every
member of the 36+ Ur Lodges (see Gioele Magaldi's Massoni; the Italian text becomes any
other language available via translate.google.com).
As I am healthy (and with natural immunity to covid), with Masons among those clearly
responsible for illegally targeting me, in a state (wintry Massachusetts) I would not be in but
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for the targeting, my all-cause mortality (as I would never commit suicide) would be grounds
for this legal action, along with, by due process, execution of every director and executive of
the leading military contractor; every domestic NSA and CIA officer; all members of Senate
and House “intelligence” committees in my lifetime; every foreign counterpart knowingly
enabling it; and tenably everyone in the US with high security clearance, complicit in
overseeing systemic rights-violating torture. In conspiracy against rights, a single TI’s death is
legal grounds to execute all complicit, with due process.
(Meanwhile: any member of the FBI, police or sheriff departments who invades my premises
may be prosecuted under 18 USC § 241–242, including violation of rights under color of law.)
My all-cause mortality would include my becoming a host of vrill observable by scans that
may become commonplace, or being replaced by a clone or synthetic figure that no longer
advocates for:
•

Generally maximum legal penalties for TI torture perps (including direct torture
perpetrators; their supervisors; their authorizers; those running surveillance knowingly
enabling any facet of the torture; and those protecting any of said individuals, thereby
joining the conspiracy against constitutional rights, violating 18 USC § 241), as what
they are willing to do is incompatible with any harmonious society;

•

After replacement of the United Nations, playing the “beast” from Revelations enabled
by a “dragon” (https://youtube.com/watch?v=DzWgDxI7FIQ, setting aside any religious
advocacy), the legal execution of all entities responsible for systemically treasonous TI
torture, including without limitation: the NSA, CIA, FBI and DHS Fusion Centers;

•

Efforts to *legally* hunt perpetrators of targeted individual (TI) torture worldwide,
acting as if Nazi clones, in any case sociopaths that may not reasonably persist.

To preempt slander: I have pledged my actions to remain legal, and have zero criminal history
along with pristine credit etc. I cannot be legally detained.
In illegal action to be addressed: twice I was unconstitutionally detained with psychology as a
weapon in connection with TI nonsense; both times I was released promptly after speaking
with a psychiatrist but with terribly damaging 8–18 hour delays. Both times my belongings
were sabotaged: computers as with a USB drive plugged, a security stick soon non-functional,
items that made me sick for weeks-to-months, powder in my shoes etc. Perps let me know they
infiltrated both locations of unconstitutional detainment. As CIA goes, “we lied, we cheated,
we stole.” They will be held accountable.
Caveat #1: New World Order Tyranny
As targeted individual torture operations proliferated publicly, globalists may intend some TI
disclosure to ease martial law or destruction of the US, ending “The Rise of the Fourth Reich”
(Jim Marrs’ book title) having engaged in even decades of widespread chemical assault against
its own US citizenry.
In advocating a “New World Order behind closed doors,” however, the globalists’ UN is solidly
anti-democracy. A war-reducing global federation may be sensible, yet not in secretly
consolidating power of regimes acting tyrannically around the world.
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Layers of direct democracy with verified voting, including global governance, may reasonably
develop some years after removal of tyrannical leadership, including public and private sector
leaders who have presided over crimes against humanity, including targeted individual torture
operations in every major country on earth. (A TI map as a sample:
https://surveillancesurvivors.org/networking.html.)
Caveat #2: Bluebeam False Flag Operations
Spraying barium facilitates not only assault with directed energy weapons (DEW), frequencies
and V2k by chemical deposition; it also enables hologram imagery by “bluebeam” in the sky
(https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA338490.pdf; an example of aerial display in Beijing:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=cZVHLq1GCnl).
Billionaires have allegedly planned a fake alien invasion, with holograms, to advance
depopulation schemes or a tyrannical one world government. One way or another, societies
have appeared intent on achieving the commandment christened in stone, as in the Georgia
Guidestones on 3/22, 1980: “maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with
nature.” The 322 gematria is par for the course.
Bluebeam plans appeared to gather steam in 2021 after covert and military outfits leaked
surveillance footage of UFOs as if alien, operated by other military elements over decades.
Alleged “alien invasion” plans included an “asteroid” landing with hybrids cloned for infantrylike riots and rampage; and humans invited by attractive “aliens” onto gigantic “spaceships” for
evacuation ending in extermination at subterranean bases (“DUMBs”: deep underground
military bases, as if named for people who deem them benign).
The bluebeam plans were prefaced in William Cooper’s “Majesty Twelve”
(https://www.hourofthetie.com/majestyt.htm) and statements such as: “we and the US have
been collaborating for thirty years with aliens who are part of a Galactic Federation” — a joke
in not-really-secret societies privy to human-made saucers.
Beyond to ease DEW-based torture and frequency assault (from arrays such as HAARP and the
“Norwegian spiral” source), globalists might cling to spraying toxic barium to retain bluebeam
options, even as the spray is tantamount to treasonous assault on the populace.
All spray of toxic metal, nanotechnology and any biological agent must end immediately, at
least by any government that credibly professes to prioritize its citizens’ health.
The spray operations and nationwide satellite-based directed energy weapon (DEW) torture
may emanate in the US from Colorado principally, including Northcom and the balance of
Colorado DUMBs (with the most computing power of any, allegedly by far).
For modest reiteration, this includes spraying the populace with measured carcinogenic
chromium and neurotoxin barium. This is treason.
Caveat #3: US Agencies are Treasonous Across Operations
In overseeing toxic spraying of the US populace for their unconstitutional operations, flowing
from Project Moonstruck in the 1950s-1960s to NSA’s propensity to play God (as described by
Will Filer) to the CIA’s “S.A.T.A.N”-style operations (described in Robert Duncan’s Soul
Catcher Vol. 2 with frequency torture and directed energy weaponry as validated by operative
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Carl Clark among others), all based on a foundation of incessant sleep-deprivation of heavily
targeted individuals, grossly violating constitutional rights on US soil, throughout the country,
the NSA and CIA act as systemically treasonous domestic terrorism organizations.
The FBI has covered for them consistently.
“An agent for the FBI Terrorism Division in Memphis, Tennessee told me in a phone
conversation in 2008, ‘We know whose chips are on.’” — TI (targeted individual) Dr. Millicent
Black, reportedly implanted without her consent. As to the FBI consistently enabling the CIA’s
sex trafficking etc., see Cathy O’Brien’s Trance Formation of America and Access Denied for
Reasons of National Security. Of thousands of targeted individual torture operations led by the
US agencies, the FBI has remedied zero. Embedded in DHS Fusion Centers, FBI personnel are
terrorism enablers, covering for US agencies’ drug running, trafficking and targeted individual
torture as these operations persist. When tortured TIs have sought assistance from the FBI, it
has hung up on them or raided their family’s home instead of perpetrators’.
Indicative of the FBI’s moral bankruptcy as NSA-CIA lapdog, the FBI even let CIA affiliates
bomb the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building by fairly robust evidence, and cover it up (Cody
Snodgres’ Choosing the Light and John Rappoport’s Oklahoma City Bombing, allegedly
explained by https://floridagulfskywatch.blogspot.com/2010/07/peter-kawaja.htm l, which
disappeared almost immediately after I first posted this write-up).
After working for the FBI over decades, Ted Gunderson reportedly said, “The CIA and FBI are
behind most, if not all terrorism” in the US. He was positioned to witness the FBI complicity
without seeing the NSA, USAF and contractors also perpetrating TI torture.
Based on their complicity in treasonous unilateral chemical assault and incessant violation of
constitutional rights, the NSA, CIA and FBI will be terminated and replaced. Their personnel
may be judged on a case-by-case basis. Initially, all their personnel who destroy records of TI
operations without the TI’s express, particularized consent may be legally executed, including
for complicity in treason or under 18 USC § 241–242, with due process.
Remedying TI torture may require non-treasonous elements of the US military and Secret
Service to step up. When witnessing felonious violation of 4 th Amendment rights, they are
guilty of violating https://law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4 and 5/3331 in the US.
For a bit of the alleged backstory that led to the dystopia in progress, leaders of TI torture
allegedly tried to eliminate remote viewers around 2009, including throughout the agencies
(https://web.archive.org/web/20100104101905/http://conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?
channelid=137&contentid=6302 after
https://web.archive.org/web/20100104133045/http://conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?
channelid=137&contentid=6287&page=2), leaving the CIA and ONI dysfunctional. That
appeared to end Naval Intelligence’s any role as counterbalance to Aquarius Group-type
activity, easing takedown of the US through chemical-biological warfare now rampant.
Meanwhile, exemplified by their unilateral chemical and electromagnetic warfare against
innocent TIs in their residences, the NSA and CIA have yet to exhibit a shred of honor in
domestic operations this century. They have acted as substantively nothing but treasonous
terrorist organizations.
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Interim Conclusion: Streisand Effect for TIs
More of the backstory will spill forth, regardless of the fate of any particular TI. A last
suggestion to TIs for now: by publishing some of your story in various ways, it may gain
publicity (and legal ramification) in the event of your incapacitation, deterring it somewhat.
I reported last year: “In recent days my hacked computer was recurrently shut down. As
physical attacks on me intensified in parallel, I think it wise to share just a bit about operations
targeting me, enough to give rise to the Streisand effect in the event of my incapacitation.
(Legend has it that she did not favor a photo of her residence viewed about 6 times. So she sued
to delete it, leading to over 420,000 page views. Similarly, assassination may give rise to wide
exposure of felonies.)”
Clowns then sent a magazine with Barbra Streisand on the cover and a caption along the lines,
“Good for the Heart”. Besides poisoning and fake suicide, heart attack has been the covert
world’s favored assassination method for decades with frequency or directed energy causation
generally deniable in the near-term. In the long run there is no plausible deniability, yet some
agencies don’t grasp that. Their decisions may hinge on other perceived ramifications. In the
event of my incapacitation, you can review legal options above. :-)
For modest reiteration, it would render every Mason punishable by death under 18 USC § 241
by their oath, starting with every 33rd+ degree member of every Ur Lodge worldwide, and all
sponsors of TI torture operations including the billionaires and politicians, with due process.
(33rd+ degree Masons have played good cop/murderous cop vis-a-vis my family. I’ll supply
them all rapid salvation opportunity if I’m around awhile, agency personnel too. (“Talmud tells
of people who had sunk to the depths of humanity, and then in one moment of insight reversed
their lives for all eternity” — https://www.betemunah.org/eighteen.html.)
Separately they will supply me operational details. Masons, non-US actors and US agents who
destroy any record of operations against my orbit, without my express particularized consent, I
expect to see legally executed with due process. While the details should be forthcoming from
multiple parties, their any intended obfuscation may be grounds for prosecution under 18 USC
§ 241–242 or by complicity in systemic treason.)
As always, I have pledged my actions to remain legal, meticulously legal per my intent.
********
Excerpts from Books for TIs and Their Families
Prototypical psychiatric misdiagnosis, slander and alienation, from Marshall Thomas’
Monarch: The New Phoenix Program:
“In 1947 Mr. Elmer Allen was injected with plutonium in the left leg in a San Francisco
hospital and the next day the leg was amputated. He told his best friend and his family
doctor back home in ... Texas that he thought he had been used as a human guinea pig.
His best friend didn’t believe him and avoided him and his family doctor classified him
as a paranoid schizophrenic in his medical records. His family didn’t find out the truth
until years after he died.” This is how US agencies have operated since World War II.
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If they get “caught doing something awful they'll change the room numbers … and if it's really
bad they'll change the phone number, but they won't stop doing it” until they are fully, entirely
terminated (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4A25qsi4uQ).
Excerpts from Robert Duncan’s How to Tame a Demon (2014):
“‘TI’ is an abbreviation for targeted individual: A TI will experience defamation of
character in their community, harassment, electronic torture, directed energy attacks,
break-ins, organized stalking, gas lighting, or a combination of the previous.”
“Several TIs literally bought tickets on a plane at random leaving their state 30 minutes
before departure. They still had the V2K and when they landed they were stalked.”
“If you are a true target, no, moving won’t work. They will buy houses and apartments
next to you and even if you go to a hotel they will follow you.”
“In recent years the thrust has been to choose the most difficult program to shape a
person. So for example if you are non-violent, they will try to make you into a
programmed assassin .... They know that a target with anger issues is too easy to
program into a psycho-bomb. They are trying the most difficult personalities to change
to the opposite of what they are.”
“One aspect of the mind control break down process is commonly known: create false
hope and then crush it over and over again.”
“What is so obvious to the target cannot even be fathomed by those who have not been
put through the programs. It is like trying to explain the rainbow to a completely
colorblind person.”
“Until you have been tortured, you can’t possibly understand what it is like .... It is
impossible to empathize and understand fully what people have gone through and walk
a mile in their shoes. The best that a friend or family member can do is sympathize with
the target of US mind control experiment subjects and all the torture and psychoterrorism that it entails.”
As to police: “You may be locked up for 72 hours if you tell your story. The police
usually give a psychological evaluation for such claims. Don’t fall for it. They don’t
have the authority to stop it nor the technical and psychological warfare education to
understand it. In this chess game ‘who are the kings and queens?’ you should be asking.
No local or state judge can stop this level of covert warfare on the world’s population.”
I’d suggest a different title for the book. Rather than tame demons, obliterate them.
Beyond physical torture, subliminal messaging, chemical poisoning and sleep deprivation,
targeted individuals (TIs) may face organized “gang stalking.” TIs just might like to share the
following excerpts with neighbors as Dr. John Hall explained it well in his book Guinea Pigs:
“Some of the antics associated with organized stalking include: 1) following the targeted
individual 24/7 wherever they travel; 2) loitering around their homes or businesses they
frequent; 3) breaking into the target’s home usually to vandalize it and rummage through
their belongings with rare property theft [as operatives such as Carl Clark explained, and
yes invisibility suits have been commercialized]; 4) harassing the victim with profanity
or vulgar gestures while in public places; 5) character assassination of the victim
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through spreading rumors about them to neighbors or employers; 6) damage to a
victim’s vehicles and/or personal property; 7) bombard the victim with loud noises ....”
For example, my car window was smashed in Florida about the same time my hotel room was
broken into, when my car and hotel were about 20 miles apart. I’m subjected to noise
campaigns generally, on top of chemical and electromagnetic assault.
“The perpetrators will often enlist the help of victims’ neighbors by convincing them
that they are some form of legitimate law enforcement. In several instances the
perpetrators have produced false FBI credentials to convince neighbors that they are
assisting in a legitimate investigation. Often, vacant homes or apartments around the
victim will be used as a base from which to terrorize the intended target.”
Driving up from Texas for example, perpetrators bought a house kiddie-corner to a
Massachusetts family residence for the duration of my stay amid blatant noise campaigns,
around-the-clock DEW assault and debilitating frequencies. As to the gang-stalking:
“The stalking protocol used by the perpetrators is not to be confused as actual
surveillance. It is simply a harassment tool .... The stalking is intended to induce
psychological stress, alienate the victim, isolate the victim, and maintain them in a
perpetual state of helplessness .... The complaint of this type of stalking to law
enforcement is often ignored or the victim is referred to a mental health professional.
The psychiatric community, being ill-educated on this topic, invariably diagnoses the
victim with schizophrenia or delusional disorder. The eventual discreditation of the
victim, through the diagnoses of a mental disorder, is probably the ultimate intended
goal of the perpetrators. This type of stalking is not a new phenomenon and gets its roots
from an FBI operation called COINTELPRO.”
The stalkers have wielded DEW or frequency weapons that are nauseating. Some can even be
purchased for less than $50, but TIs don’t want to inadvertently harm any bystander. (After all,
TIs are persistently targeted on account of not expressing perpetrators’ sociopathic tendencies
reflected in every one at every covert agency enabling this worldwide. Legally slaughtering
every perp is another matter.) Authorities dismissing gang-stalking miss the more egregious
frequency torture in “COINTELPRO 2.0.”
“The directives governing COINTELPRO were issued by FBI director J. Edgar Hoover
and were designed to ‘expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit and neutralize’ the activities
of the targeted groups and their leaders. Some of the groups included communist
organizations, women’s rights groups, black nationalists, civil rights organizations, the
NAACP .... The methods employed by the FBI are identical to those being used today
by organized stalking groups. They include public character assassination, harassment
through legal and financial institutions, conspicuous surveillance, illegal breaking and
entering, psychological operations, vandalism, and assault. Harassment is often through
the manipulation of employers, parents, neighbors, or landlords to assist in the
victimization of the intended target.” That’s before the physical and sexual assault.
Informative books in this vein:
•
•
•

Gloria Naylor’s 1996 (on heart-crushing perpetrators, noise campaigns and V2k).
Mukazo Vunda’s Coherent Madness: Effective Defense Against Covert Warfare (2008).
Dr. John Hall’s Satellite Terrorism: A New Breed (2009) before Guinea Pigs (2014).
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•

Renee Pittman’s Covert Technological Murder: Pain Ray Beam (2013).
A TI’s Diary Entries Lightly Edited (In Similar Experience, You are Not Alone)
August 27, 2020

Yesterday I sustained hard directed energy weapon shots near the spine beyond head shots
throughout the day. When I lay down past midnight, atypical noise started upstairs and shots
targeted my shoulder. Covering it with a hand left the familiar lingering hand pain; that was one
of the first experiences alerting me to the weapons earlier this year ….
That followed days of the US Nazis shooting my knees, which they know were torn up by glass
years ago. Gentlemen, these Nazis — US agencies and their military contractors — are not. Cf.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91vCgfohcu8
This targeting program combines projectile-like weapon shots throughout days and nights with
frequency attacks, subliminal messaging and presumably thought harvesting for braincomputer algorithms or intellectual property theft with ongoing aerial assault. From their point
of view any objective may be damaging if known or publicized; targets may be planned to be
incapacitated generally. Some targeted individuals are threats to ideological Nazis, may be
targeted simply for elimination. By ideological Nazis I mean those running some economic
sectors including misnamed “intelligence” and “security” in this country, those who favor
fascism, and the perps content to torture innocent citizens with racist tendencies or for
eugenics, “experimentation” or aggrandizement like in concentration camps — Nazis.
September 2, 2020: Covert World Classification
Last night while being sleep deprived, I was musing about two things: what equilibrium for
humanity may look like and the classification of perpetrators of targeted individual torture,
encompassing classification of “intelligence” and “security” agency personnel with security
clearances. Provisionally I came up with 5 categories to explain their blatant violation of the
Constitution and incessant contentment to torture thousands of innocent citizens:
1. Psychopathic or sociopathic besides as specified below;
2. Ideologically Nazi in line with US agency leadership since Project Paperclip;
3. Brainwashed;
4. Addicted to torture or sadistic;
5. Cowardly: uncomfortable but unwilling to whistle-blow yet.
Then: who among these categories may reasonably remain in any successor to “intelligence
and security” agencies? None except, perhaps, Category 5 personnel who come forward with
full disclosure of targeted individual operations ….
The Nazis keep searing me in the back — while I’m standing, cleaning, sitting at the desk,
sitting with family and lying down. Last night just before I lay down, when sitting on the bed, I
sustained a heavy shot to the back. I still wonder about the intent: whether it includes degrading
spine, bone marrow, the immune system. Shots to my right hand/wrist also persisted throughout
the day …. While cleaning, I sustained more shots to the top of my scalp. It’s generally a
searing sensation that ramped up since 2016, with the burn splotch apparent.
March 22, 2021: Stories of Source
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“Earth was an experiment. I think this is the big elephant in the room that no one wants
to talk about”; “There is no helping humanity until first, they realize that the material
world is an illusion, and second, they get out of their heads and into their hearts…. to
live without fear, greed, judgment or prejudice by looking beyond the physical container
to recognize the Source in every living being.”
Every human and human-hybrid, stories go, is part of a Source split into billions of souls,
projected through dimensions to learn about itself. If so, based on personal experience of
sustained physical torture and human history: the Source is unequivocally poisonous ….
I awoke from rest amid systematic sleep deprivation without adequate shielding, assaulted
around the clock to varying degrees with projectile-like directed energy weaponry, directed
frequencies, subliminal messaging riding on appliance noise, impaired by their sabotaging all
music players that had formerly drowned out sounds of DEW hitting sheet metal or mylar ….
Story: Establishing 13
“Annunaki [some conversant species among those underground] ... created a fake
Luciferian pedophile blood sacrifice religion as a control mechanism for the human
elites …. This is the fundamental reason for the massive amount of pedophilia in the
world.
“The Annunaki use their advanced technologies to fool the human elites, and they
manifest themselves holographically in Satanic rituals ..., posing as demons. The human
elites don’t know that they’re not actually demons. It’s kind of silly, but this is what’s
really going on. And also why the elites have all these weird Satanic rituals ….
“The Annunaki also heavily influence the human elites using psych energy weapons,
which are like low energy particle beam weapons …. [that] project ... mental and
emotional patterns …. received on the subconscious level ….
“The reason why the Annunaki chose a Luciferian blood sacrifice religion to control us,
is because at the time they started to reestablish control of us during the descent (around
the time the ancient Egyptian empire became corrupted), that was the dominant religion
of the strongest tribe, which were the ancient Kazakhs. The ancient Kazakhs were very
strong and war-like and had all the qualities that the Annunaki wanted. They simply
infiltrated their religion and established 13 ruling families from the 13 sons and
daughters of the Kazakhian tribal chief. Their descendants still rule the world today.”
(via https://ascendingspirit.us)
Stories or history aside, surely the world’s leading families know that these described powers
are among (“intelligence”) agency technology? How many take demon holograms as
otherwise? And what percentage are subject to blackmail for criminality?
March 25, 2021
Near noon now, I was about to get up from this unshielded seat, lightheaded amid ongoing
frequency assault, but will take a moment to write here after being shot in the spine, as if to
spur me to rise, and insofar as they send messages I remain inclined to act contrarily. Yes, my
spine hurts. Yes, it’s conjectured to degrade bone marrow: for US Nazis, par for the course.
This morning after customary sleep inhibition I was awoken in the 6-o’clock hour, as usual,
with DEW (directed energy weapon) shots. I wanted to stay out of a co-resident’s way this
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morning and so endeavored to sleep more while being shot with DEW over a few hours. As
usual, shots concentrated near my temples, both sides of my head. In rising I was customarily
shot in the knee, feet and head. Flurries of head shots continued in the first few minutes upon
my rising, like a programmed routine before they’re legally annihilated.
Typical too were their assaults when I opened a new box of broccoli soup for breakfast (after
some jerky: don’t judge). There was a bit left in one in the fridge, but I’m wary of poisoning.
Perpetrators caused pain to my left toe when I opened the fresh soup, customary NSA-style
commentary, amid shooting me in the head: customary CIA-style assault that Robert Duncan,
partly informed by interviews with CIA perpetrators, wrote is intended to engender “incredible
anger” for the CIA to redirect onto a selected target. (“All the scripts rely on creating incredible
anger through endless torture, frustration because no one will believe them or help them, and
then redirecting the anger to a person, usually a neighbor, local authorities, FBI, President,
political party, an x-boss, or x-lover, or some variation.”)
As usual each directed energy weapon shot reflects multiple crimes: blatant violation of 4 th
Amendment rights against unreasonable searches beyond among harassment, torture, war crime
and treason. When they target my genitals, as yesterday, it can also be sexual assault under law.
The ideologically Nazi US agencies — including the NSA and CIA — have perpetrated these
targeted individual torture operations over decades, including against their own whistle-blowers
.... Domestic operations of these agencies are to be obliterated with due process. Those who
stand with them may be prosecuted as ideological Nazis, including politicians and judges,
plausibly corrupt, sadistic or compromised when tolerating their behavior.
Headquarters for these Nazi operations include Colorado (including the sprawling complex
beneath Denver airport), Texas (including Houston and San Antonio), Ft. Meade, Ft. Detrick
(home of US bioweapons, including those imported directly by German Nazis in Project
Paperclip etc., leading to mass infection with mycotoxins), Virginia and Massachusetts.
Agencies infested MA with the allures of MIT, which rapidly transitioned from honorable
development of groundbreaking sonar for World War II to radiological experiments on nonconsenting orphans; Harvard, a center of LSD dissemination for agency “experimentation”
before the CIA reportedly decided it was undesirable for psychological operations …. These
appear to be among foremost areas to hunt US Nazis with due process.
Unequivocally, US agencies are criminal enterprises. If the US is to have rule of law, they must
be obliterated. Their personnel can decide whether to remain ideologically Nazi to the end.
Those who seek a semblance of redemption will be the 3 F’s: fully effing forthcoming.
Any obfuscating records of their unconstitutional operations may be deemed treasonous.
March 25, 2021 II
Now 13:37: I could write like this frequently but will note briefly: within a few minutes of
sitting back down, upon writing: “In the January 2021 Capitol riot …. Identify the US agency
sponsor of the orange hat brigade” that led the crowd, I was seared in the head more, then shot
in the back with DEW; the screen became blurry, generally due to frequency as mesh over my
head renders it clear. Now I’m shot more in the genitals. [It wasn’t until some 7 months later
when I learned that orange is 33 in gematria by “full reduction,” a Masonic trademark.]
Recently in the kitchen I was shot with DEW in among the genitals too, leg and head. My
breathing was suboptimal. I noted aloud, sharing with the US Nazis along the lines: “We have
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elevated carbon dioxide inside, toxicity outside (from treasonous Air Force operations; flyovers
hurt my throat; the aerial assault reportedly includes barium that is ‘10,000 times more toxic ...
than lead’), impaired respiration from millimeter wave assault, and fatigue from the frequencies
on top of sleep deprivation.” Promptly they caused bee sting-style sensation or vibration in my
right thumb as if to say, in their felonious way, “You put your thumb on it.”
Standing in the restroom, they shot me more in the leg. Customarily, I didn’t move it. The
perpetrators will be hunted legally. Their employers are to be obliterated.
March 25, 2021 III
Writing what I have vocalized amply:
Perpetrators enabling operations against me will fall into two categories: those (A) fully
forthcoming in supplying me (privately or by publicizing) details of the operations to their
knowledge and (B) less than fully forthcoming. The latter I intend to see legally hunted and
executed insofar as strictly legally possible. Fates of the former I intend to decide until I am
assassinated. Those who perpetrated or enabled gratuitous torture cannot reasonably escape
punishment, can decide whether to remain Nazis. In the event of my assassination I expect
about all of them, categories A and B, would be eliminated by their side. Maybe they should
pray for my health while printing their detailed dossiers in geographically dispersed locations.
March 25, 2021 IV
Puppets running governments should understand: I was in the kitchen for several minutes, then
shot in the head with directed energy and nearly instantly felt impaired respiration. This is a
side effect of millimeter wave assault known by 1977 as declassified by the CIA in 2012 (Delo
p. 3). Millions of routers at 60 GHz, a frequency near peak oxygen absorption, may be insane
or intended contribution to the “pandemic” including in healthcare facilities. The “5G” arrays
may exacerbate oxygen deprivation widely, by targeted individual or in targeted communities.
“Covid” patients gasping for air may be experiencing a millimeter wave frequency effect.
These are verifiable facts. [Later jot: any censorship of this would appear criminal.]
March 25, 2021 V
As I start writing this section a perp causes my right big toe to throb: typical NSA-style assault.
Similar entries could be about every minute; I’m imparting a bit more today. In swiffering (add
it to the dictionary) this afternoon I was shot with DEW in the chest (facing South) — why?
Because that’s what Nazis do. It’s what US agencies and their leading military contractors
enable. At a sink I was shot in the other side of the chest (from the North). Illustrating
concealability of these weapons, both attacks could have been from pedestrians hiding a
directed energy weapon, such as in a purse or under a jacket; a vehicle, operated in person or
by remote; any of several houses; and by street installation. I expect detailed reports on all the
shooters …. They are insidious weapons in this respect, and hit me silently. In videos you can
see and hear directed energy weapons hitting foil, mylar and sheet metal; they then silently,
invisibly hit clothes and skin, leaving burns that doctors came up empty in attempting to
diagnose. The first above-mentioned shot had no line of sight conventionally, reflecting
incessant through-wall (or through-ceiling or through-floor) surveillance. It is blatantly
unconstitutional, a conspiracy against rights under 18 USC § 241 or, under color of law, § 242.
Perpetrators then resumed shots to my spine, which they stepped up in recent days. Those are
quite dangerous; operations against me should end soon, one way or another. The perpetrators I
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told several dozen times, so even Nazi idiots could digest it: these operations would always end
in one of two ways; they can easily assassinate me and likely be eliminated by their superiors,
or answer to me. As far as they can be concerned, that’s it. As far as others can be concerned,
national and global action on these matters is required to avert mass dystopia.
May 18th and 24th, 2021
I drafted 3 pages of “Action Required” picked up by fully invasive multi-agency surveillance.
Thereafter
The 3 pages are lightly edited (and 5 pages in this larger font). Soon after drafting the pages I
stumbled on information sets I was compelled to explore, balancing multiple obligations in
isolation amid heavy torture. While these suggestions may be expanded, the gist is clear:
1. Instruct all agencies, contractors and sponsors to cease and desist from all targeted
individual torture operations immediately, including without limitation all chemical,
biological and electromagnetic assault; subliminal messaging; noise campaigns; nonconsensual implants; and unconstitutional surveillance by any means.
2. Subject all who endeavor to destroy or obfuscate any record of a targeted individual
torture operation, without the TI’s express particularized consent, to maximal legal
penalty. This may be the death penalty under federal law, in a systemic conspiracy
against constitutional rights that resulted in TIs’ death.
3. Promptly supply every tortured TI details of all operations connected with their torture
since birth (including all subliminal scripts), along with best practices for removing and
healing from toxins connected with it and their implants including nanotechnology.
The 13x2 Families
US agency directors historically answered to among a couple sets of 13 families and their
associates. In the event the families compel the agencies’ action and disclosure to TIs along
above lines, they may avert TIs’ vendettas. Otherwise: they may not, and, on account of their
conspiracy, any TI’s death may then subject their principals to legal death penalty with due
process, under 18 USC § 241 at least, without consciousness transfer upon bodily death.
For modest emphasis, as I have noted previously: because covert agencies have colluded with
leadership of the 13 families in their business lines and quelling opposition, in the event of my
all cause mortality, attributable only to covert operations as I would otherwise certainly be in a
different state or country: all members of the 13 families — both sets of 13 families, the wellknown and Italian — may be legally executed.
They decide whether to go down with the sociopathic treasonous terrorist operations known as
covert agencies and contractors, led in the US by the NSA and CIA.
The Agencies
Similarly US agency directors and deputy directors may minimize vendettas by honoring
aforementioned 1-2-3 actions. Alternatively they may obfuscate with typically multiple cover
stories in a web of lies, subjecting themselves to the death penalty, with due process, under 18
USC § 241–242. If any agency-targeted individual dies before they honor this, their fates may
be reasonably sealed.
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Initial Action
•
•
•

Action for NSA and CIA directors and deputy directors
Action for US Congress and Administration to end treason
Action for DoD, NSA, CIA, contractors and sub-contractors
Initial Action for NSA and CIA Directors and Deputy Directors, Past and Present

A la May 2021 notes the agency directors should have seen promptly, lightly edited here:
1. Records
protection

Decree that anyone, whether in the public or private sector, who destroys
any record of any targeted individual torture, without the target’s express,
particularized and non-coerced consent, is to be prosecuted for the death
penalty, as for conspiracy against rights or complicity in systemic treason.
This includes, without limitation, any and all records of subliminal scripts,
surveillance, sleep deprivation and other torture of the targeted individual or
any of the TI’s family, friends and associates.

2. Cease and
desist

Instruct all US agencies, foreign counterparts (including, without limitation,
5 Eyes, Mossad, China and Russia), and all US contractors that anyone who
participates, in any way, in torturing or unconstitutionally surveilling any TI
(targeted individual) faces prosecution for the death penalty, as for systemic
conspiracy against rights that has resulted in death. Instruct all personnel of
all aforementioned entities to cease and desist from all said activity against
TIs immediately (including all surveillance, chemical and biological and
electromagnetic assault, noise campaigns and remote neural monitoring
without targets’ express, fully informed consent not withdrawn).

3. Full details
besides one
safe harbor
exemption

Employ all assets at your disposal to promptly supply each tortured TI full
details of every operation connected with the TI, including against the TI’s
family, friends and associates since the TI’s birth. That includes, without
limitation, all said operations by the NSA, CIA, DoD, other sponsors and
contractors. Decree that withholding said details, including any subliminal
message, is tantamount to treason beyond conspiracy against constitutional
rights. Promptly supply each TI best available instructions to safely remove
and heal from all implants, nanotechnology and toxins in TI operations. To
the unredacted disclosure there is one safe harbor exemption: destruction of
illegal surveillance records with the express permission of those surveilled
provided that details of the times, locations, types of surveillance and all
responsible for it are maintained without obfuscation.

In the absence of such action, I would expect to see agency leadership prosecuted for the death
penalty alongside agents and contractors torturing TIs under your oversight, including elevated
searing of my scalp in days and nights following drafting along these lines.
Initial Action for US Congress and Administration to End Treason
1. Fluoride
outlawed

Fluoride is a chemical weapon that reduces IQ, conducive to
subservience, deployed by Nazi Germany and Soviets. “Intelligence”
agencies know it. One US state or district has 100% water fluoridation:
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Washington, DC. Outlaw fluoride immediately.
2. Treason for
withholding
records of
terrorism

Confirm it is treason to (a) in any way participate, including by any
tacit approval, in attempted destruction of any record tenably of, or
connected with, any targeted individual torture operation or detention
or elimination, without the target’s express particularized consent, or
any other responsibility for terrorism; or to (b) lie about, obfuscate or
withhold any such record to or from the targeted individual materially
affected by it. It is treason when the operations have been systemic
unilateral war on US citizenry and rule of law.

3. Felony for
complicity in a
felonious act

Enact felonies for failing to promptly and publicly disclose knowledge
of felonious activity, including without limitation violation of rights,
including without limitation by any employee or contractor of the
government — in redundant, well-indexed, readily searchable
databases online publicly. Exception for national security: none.

4. Felony for
concealing
kompromat

Enact felonies for failing to promptly and publicly disclose any current
or past attempt at blackmail or kompromat or bribery, however overt or
subtle, including without limitation any covert surveillance footage and
knowledge of one’s any crime that may be deleterious if disclosed.

5. Experimentation Ban all human experimentation without express, informed consent not
without consent: withdrawn, as it transgresses liberty. Enable opting out of any
banned entirely experiment at any time, as for health or liberty with emergent
information. Exceptions for national security: absolutely zero.
6. Felony for all
facets of “nontouch” torture

Enact felonies for subliminal messaging and for assaulting or targeting
any individual with any element of “non-touch” torture including any
nanotechnology, directed frequency, directed energy, involuntary
movement, directed sound, noise campaign, brain-computer interface
or remote-neural monitoring without fully informed ongoing consent.

7. Felony for the
aerial assault

Enact felonies for spraying or disseminating any biological, chemical
or other element without considerable advance public notice detailing
all elements to be disseminated with the SDS (safety data sheet) and
quantity of each, acceptable only over uninhabited land. This can end
aerial operations assaulting populaces with trace metals, bioweapons
etc. Ban trace metal in jet fuel. Exception for security: zero except in
the event of an incoming projectile, with pre-approved flare or chaff.

8. Felony for
Enact felonies for detaining anyone outside due process for arrest, as
unconstitutional under the guise of martial law, emergency or psychiatry as a weapon.
detention
Outlaw suspending right of the writ of habeas corpus.
9. Super-majority
for martial law

Require a super-majority (80-100%) of both chambers (House and
Senate) to declare martial law, not mere presidential declaration.

10. Disclosure of
detention lists

Require, under penalty of perjury, FEMA, FBI, NSA, CIA, all other
US agencies and every DoD contractor and sub-contractor to specify
every list of individuals who may be detained (or executed) under any
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circumstance, as in any emergency or martial law, including all colorcoded (such as black, blue and red) lists that existed ever.
11. Felony for
Enact felonies for covert break-ins and surveillance that violates any
unconstitutional constitutional right, including right to be secure in one’s person and
surveillance
belongings against unreasonable search. Exceptions for national
security without a warrant: none if there is to be rule of law.
Initial Action for all Federal Employees and Contractors as by Executive Order
12. Ending — with
zero tolerance
for — terrorism
perpetrators in
the manner of
Nazi Germany

Designate any entity that sponsored, perpetrated or managed any
targeted individual (TI) torture a terrorist organization, whether a
public or private entity including agency or corporation, specifying:
1. It is to be seized by the military for wind-down or liquidation;
2. Its personnel who are fully cooperative with investigations and
not found criminally guilty may receive 3–36 months’ salary in
severance plus a modest stipend for a computer and course of
credentialed study (that may be online via Coursera etc.);
3. Once its personnel are paid, one hundred percent (100%) of its
liquidation proceeds enter a fund for restitution and reparations.
As a terrorist organization, its capital (debt and equity) providers
forfeit any proceeds. While this would be surprising in corrupt
DC, you can prioritize it in the event of my incapacitation.

13. Full disclosure
of TI (targeted
individual)
torture

Mandate — by designating it treason to obfuscate, destroy or
withhold — full disclosure of each and every targeted individual
torture operation ever sponsored, perpetrated, managed or surveilled
by the government (including any of the US DoD, NSA, CIA and all
other agencies) or any contractor, disclosure that details all elements
of each operation tenably considered torture — without limitation
including each chemtrail, other toxin, sleep deprivation, subliminal
message, directed energy, directed frequency, noise campaign, dream
manipulation, nanotechnology, implant, involuntary movement,
brain-computer interface (BCI), remote neural monitoring (RNM) —
and tenably disruptive, without limitation including every covert
break-in, hack, communication interruption, package delivery
damage or delay, medical record alteration, false diagnosis and
stalking activity, without limitation including in connection with:
1. Each and every NSA operation against any targeted individual,
including, without limitation, operations involving any element
similar to those described by “Will Filer” in “NSA Mind Control
and Psyops” (1999), including, for emphasis, the transcript of all
subliminal messages used in connection therewith;
2. Each and every CIA operation against any targeted individual,
including, without limitation, operations involving any element
similar to Robert Duncan’s description of “S.A.T.A.N.” in Soul
Catcher Vol. 2;
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3. Each and every DoD (including DARPA), NSA, CIA and other
operation involving remote neural monitoring without a targeted
individual’s informed written consent not withdrawn.
This information cannot be reasonably withheld for national security.
Let those who endeavor to destroy, obfuscate or withhold any of the
above information be punished for treason as complicit in systemic
chemical war on citizenry and rule of law.
14. Disclosing false Require every federal employee, and every employee of every federal
flag operations contractor and subcontractor, and every past such employee who may
be so required or willing, to promptly disclose their full knowledge of
any hidden (not publicly recognized) causation of, including any
planning for, each and every terrorism event including bombing,
disease, pandemic, assassination and any other event entailing or
giving rise to any murder or declaration of war or emergency since
1945, and any of such events intended to be forthcoming in this or
any future year, under penalty of perjury.
15. Compelling
DARPA
responses

Require DARPA respond to every request of the following type, of
any individual with reasonable evidence of being tortured by remote
monitoring or directed energy, barring any DARPA contractor from
any future government contract in the event it does not comply.

Submitted January 5, 2022 to selected recipient Dr. Stefanie Tompkins online (“Thank you for
contacting the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency”) without reply:
Hi Dr. Tompkins,
Please reply with attestations from all DARPA personnel and contractors since 1977:
“1. I *do* or *do not* [underline one] know of any human experimentation or project
or contract, with which I or any of my employers have been connected, without all
participants' fully informed consent, and omnipresent right to withdraw consent,
including without limitation any non-consensual brain-computer interfacing, neural
monitoring or directed energy use.
2. The name "Grunes" *does* or *does not* [underline one] appear in any of my or
my employer's work since 1977, including without limitation in connection with
any brain-computer interface (or BCI), remote neural monitoring (or RNM),
directed energy weapon (or DEW), implant, surveillance or frequency torture.
If I underlined "do" or "does" above, details of my knowledge thereof are attached,
including all entities and persons I know to have had any knowledge of such activity.
I understand that obfuscation in my response may result in violating 18 USC § 241-242.
I verify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing, and each attached statement, is true
and correct. Executed on (insert date). (Insert signature)” (28 USC § 1746).
While the non-consensual assault has been from other agencies and contractors
primarily, these data are overdue.
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Interlude: “The Fourth Reich”
References before exemplary discussion of fluoride:
1. AIDS allegation: https://rudy2.wordpress.com/carta-firmada-y-notarizada-de-tara-potter-de-

las-fuerzas-especiales-estadounidenses-en-espanol-english/
2. Bovat, Sharyn. (2015). “DOD Whistleblower Talks About CIA Protecting Nazis” and

control of US media. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kxclTu74bM
3. Bowart, Walter. (2014). Operation Mind Control: the Cryptocracy's Plan ….
4. Bombing civilians. (2010). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OajswWT9Sns
5. Marrs, Jim. (2009). The Rise of the Fourth Reich.
6. Military Intelligence Exposed. (2018). 20160703 Barrie Trower.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5esF_5tHi
7. Paoletti, Gabe. (2019). https://allthatsinteresting.com/major-brands-nazi-collaborators/5
8. Schipp, Kevin. (2018). On federal secrecy notwithstanding criminality.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Jc4vuEC7F4&t=15m58s
9. Snodgres, Cody. (2015). Choosing the Light. https://lightonconspiracies.com/cody/
10. Thomas, Marshall, ed. (2007). Monarch: The New Phoenix Program.

Indicating the Reich: Fluoride
“In the 1930’s, Hitler and the German Nazis envisioned a world to be dominated and
controlled by a Nazi philosophy of pan-Germanism. The German chemists worked out a
very ingenious and far-reaching plan of mass-control, which was submitted to and
adopted by the German General Staff. The plan was to control the population in any
given area through mass medication of drinking water supplies. By this method they
could control the population in whole areas, reduce population by water medication that
would produce sterility in women, and so on. In this scheme of mass-control, sodium
fluoride occupied a prominent place …. Repeated doses of infinitesimal amounts of
fluoride will in time reduce an individual’s power to resist domination, by slowly
poisoning and narcotizing a certain area of the brain, thus making him submissive to the
will of those who wish to govern him.”
“I was told of this entire scheme by a German chemist who was an official of the great
IG Farben chemical industries and was also prominent in the Nazi movement at the
time. I say this with all the earnestness and sincerity of a scientist who has spent nearly
20 years research into the chemistry, biochemistry, physiology and pathology of fluorine
— any person who drinks artificially fluoridated water for a period of one year or more
will never again be the same person mentally or physically.” – Charles E. Perkins, 1954
Fluoride: Tranquilizing Prisoners
“When a member of the Communist Party, I attended Communist training schools in
New York and Wisconsin … and we were trained in the revolutionary overthrow of the
US Government.… We discussed quite thoroughly the fluoridation of water supplies and
how we were using it in Russia as a tranquilizer in the prison camps. The leaders of our
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school felt that if it could be induced into the American water supply, it would bring
about a spirit of lethargy in the nation, where it could keep the general public docile
during a steady encroachment of Communism.” – Oliver Kenneth Golf
Fluoride: Doctors Weigh In
“The evidence that fluoridation is more harmful than beneficial is now overwhelming.”
— Dr. Hardy Limeback, Former Pres. of Canadian Association of Dental Researchers
“The plain fact that fluorine is an insidious poison, harmful, toxic and cumulative in its
effects, even when ingested in minimal amounts, will remain unchanged no matter how
many times it will be repeated in print that fluoridation of the water supply is safe.”
— Ludwig Gross, MD
“Fluoridation is the greatest case of scientific fraud of this century, if not of all time.”
— Robert Carton, PhD, scientist, formerly of the US Environmental Protection Agency
(editor’s note: let’s say among the top fifty scientific frauds at this point)
Fluoride: Neurotoxicity
“Fluoride seems to fit in with lead, mercury, and other poisons that cause chemical brain
drain.” – Philippe Gramdjean, MD, PhD; cf. https://fluoridealert.org/studies/brain01/
Fluoride: US Weapon
“[I]n western Europe, 97% of the population has water without a single drop of fluoride
added to it …. according to data from the World Health Organization, there is no
discernible difference in tooth decay between the minority of developed countries that
fluoridate water and the majority that do not” (https://fluoridealert.org).
One US state or district has 100% water fluoridation: the seat of US government. Do you begin
to see the country has been run by ideological Nazis? This scratches the surface of what the US
has been and become. Cf. Jim Marrs’ The Rise of the Fourth Reich (2009) and targeted
individuals’ torture disclosures forthcoming.
Instructions to US Agencies
See above. Reread it, then read it again. Additional instructions: forthcoming.
In the event of my all-cause mortality, in a place I wouldn’t be but for the unconstitutional
targeting, every director and deputy director of the leading US military contractors, US Air
Force, Northcom, Joint Chiefs, covert agencies (including NSA, CIA, DIA and DARPA) and
their foreign counterparts, Senate and House “Nazi” (misnamed “Intelligence”) Oversight
Committees and senior White House personnel — throughout my tortured life — would be
subject to the death penalty with due process under law starting with 18 USC § 241–242, as
may all masons on account of their oath, constituting conspiracy against constitutional rights,
and voluminous others previously identified. Beyond your asinine heart attacks, staged lethal
altercations, “accidents” and faked suicides (as I committed to never self-terminate), my allcause mortality includes by your parasitical vrill buddies or clone swap, readily diagnosed in
ways that may become commonplace. As I shared with your sadistic operatives, while pledging
my actions to remain meticulously legal: you will assassinate me and be taken out, or answer to
me. That includes answering for daily and nightly sexual assault. All who knowingly enabled it
are done. More broadly at the treasonous terrorist organizations: you’re on the wrong side.
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